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RCEU proposal 2018
Faculty Sponsor- Luis R. Cruz-Vera, PhD; Associate Professor, College of Sciences,
Department of Biological Sciences, Shelby Center room 369L, University of
Alabama/Huntsville, Tel. 256-824-6261, Fax. 256-824-6305, e-mail: lrc0002@uah.edu
Dr. Cruz-Vera has participated in the past ten years as a faculty mentor for five RCEU
projects.
Project Summary- Computer design of antibiotics that affect the expression of specific
genes. Small molecules such antibiotics interact with proteins within the machinery that
produces proteins, named ribosome. These interactions depend on the nature of the
nascent protein, therefore some proteins are affected more than other. Dr Cruz-Vera has
studied genes that interact with small proteins, named regulatory nascent proteins. The
current project would use structural models of regulatory nascent proteins interacting
with the ribosome to desing molecules that would bind with such proteins. Using
computer modeling, the project would identify the best molecules that interact with
determined targets. The results obtained in this project would generate a set of molecules
that in the future would be tested in bacteria as possible antibiotics. The results would
also introduce the student in the academic life trough the publication and/or presentation
of his/her results in a scientific meeting.
Student Prerequisites- The student should:
Hold any academic standing, however had previous courses related with genetics and
basic computer programing courses.
Student Duties-The student would:
1) Learn to use basic computer designing and modeling programs. He/she would setup a procedure to model molecular structures.
2) Produce with the help of Dr. Jerome Baudry (Biology), which has accepted to
help both Dr. Cruz-Vera and the future student, the pipeline for measuring
binding parameters of molecules within proteins.
3) Set up changes in the proteins that would increase interactions with the desired
molecules.
4) Find potential antagonist molecules that would block the interaction of known
antibiotics.
5) Establish logical explanations about the results using established bibliography and
determine the future experiments to demonstrate such explanations
6) Write a publication draft with the obtained results.
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Faculty Supervision and Mentoring- Dr. Cruz-Vera would:
1) Guide the student during the first two weeks to recognize the correct bibliography
to be used in the elaboration of the experimental procedures.
2) Everyday, closely supervise and direct the student during the hands-on work in
the lab.
3) Be the connection between the student and Dr. Baudry
4) Have one meeting per week with the student to discuss his/her results. The lab
book would be used to evaluate the student’s performance.
5) Guide the student during the elaboration of the publication draft and his/her
conference or poster presentation(s).
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